
MAXIMISING WATER PRESSURE

Designed, engineered and made in England – PCT/EP2009/054569

•  Direct connected mains Water booster

•  Kinetic capture technology – Pressurises  
and controls accumulated water

• 130l/min Outlet flow – Model 10

•  Perfect for multiple  
bathroom applications
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What is Boost-a-main?
Boost-a-Main is our unique system to increase mains water pressure and flow using Kinetic 
Capture technology.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
With systems suitable for any size of home the Boost-a-Main system takes the available mains 
water and stores it under pressure in the accumulator. This captures the kinetic energy of 
the water, the system then increases the amount and pressure of the stored water using our 
unique Mag Drive shaft-less pump technology. This pressurised stored water is then used to 
supplement the available mains water supply at pressures up to 4.5 bar and flow rates up to 
130 litres per minute. Truly enough to satisfy even the most demanding of homes.

Our model 15 can even deliver up to 300 litres per minute on 42mm pipework.

WHY FIT BOOST-A-MAIN?
Poor mains water pressure affects thousands of homes and businesses.

Increasing development together with the popular trend towards mains fed plumbing systems, 
unvented cylinders, combination boilers and high performance showers means that more of us 
are demanding more from the mains water supply.

Modern homes have multiple bathrooms and often feature en-suite facilities to all bedrooms. 
You don’t have to look back far into the past to see a time that one (indoor) bathroom was 
the expectation. Water supply infrastructure was not designed for the modern home and often 
dates back to Victorian times

GET YOUR SHOWERS WORKING PROPERLY!
Many modern European taps, showers and terminal fittings are designed for a 3 bar operating 
pressure to deliver the quoted flow rates. Unvented cylinders operate best at 3 - 3.5 bar 
pressure. Supplied with less the systems often disappoint despite great expense.

BOOST-A-MAIN IS THE ANSWER

 01932 245 783



TRADITIONAL PLUMBING 
SYSTEM
 `  Not reliant on mains water 

pressure for performance

 `  Older homes feature less 
bathrooms and appliances

 ` Acceptable performance.

MODERN PLUMBING 
SYSTEM
 `  Modern homes have many more 

fixtures and fittings

 `  Water supplies face increasing 
demand with more development 
and more bathrooms

 `  Compromised performance.

BOOST-A-MAIN SYSTEM
 `  Superb performance from all 

taps & showers

 `  Ideal for simultaneous demand.

 www.greatwater.co.ukGreat Water | Boost-a-main



At the heart of every Boost-a-Main system is our Shaft-less Mag Drive pump. Employing 
graphite rotary vane technology to ensure consistent reliable performance throughout its range

Why pick The Great Water 
Boost-a-Main?
 `  Lifetime warranty on pump motor.

 `  Whisper quiet operation.

 `  Auto By-Pass to main.

 `  Built in Run Dry protection with auto reset

 `  Overpressure protection.

 `  2 models to suit all applications with peak flow 
rates to 130 and 300 lpm

 `  Shaft-less Mag Drive pump for quiet efficient 
operation

 `  Simple installation

 `  Supplements mains pressure – doesn’t waste 
energy pumping from tanks

 `  Engineered in England to the highest standards

Unique Patented technology

The Boost-a-Main Process is protected under european 
Patent appllication # PCT/EP2009/054569

 `  Mag Drive eliminates 
troublesome shaft seals and all 
heat build up.

 `  Our pump motor has no moving 
parts is not subject to wear and 
will last a lifetime*

 `  No moving parts means no heat 
build up and no noisy fans
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Dual circuitry The system controller incorporates a 
number of safety features. As well as the primary pressure 
sensor there are two other sensors. These provide RUN 
DRY PROTECTION and OVER PRESSURE PROTECTION.

The Run Dry Sensor is constantly checking that a 
minimum feed water pressure of 0.25 Bar is available 
at the Boost-a-Main unit. If the water supply is off or 
intermittent the system will automatically shut down and 
wait until water supply is restored before re-starting. In 
this event the yellow “low pressure warning” light will 
illuminate on the control panel. The system automatically 
checks every 2 minutes.

Overpressure protection The pump at the heart of 
every Boost-a-Main unit is capable of producing some very 
high pressures. The over pressure sensor should never be 
required however if the normal pump control circuit were to 
fail and the pump was running the over pressure sensor will 
shut down the system at 9 bar. The red light will illuminate 
on the control panel and the system will require a manual 
intervention to re-start. This fail safe device operates on a 
completely separate relay & circuit from the main sensor.

Automatic by-pass Even if the system were to shut down 
due to one of the above failure modes water supply will 
continue. The system will use the accumulated store of 
water to supply the needs of the property until the system 
is re-set.

Power failure by-pass Unlike traditional break tank 
fed pump systems water continues to flow even when 
there is no electrical supply. During short power failures 
the performance will be unaffected. If the power is lost for 
an extended period the available mains water supply will 
automatically provide as much flow as it can.

BOOST-A-MAIN CONTROLLERS ARE SUITABLE FOR 
USE WITH ANY POTABLE WATER ACCUMULATOR

Double 
check valves 

incorporated to 
allow automatic 
mains bypassing 

and prevent 
backflow.

Dual 
circuit over 

pressure sensor 
for added safety. 

Eliminates the need 
for pressure relief 

pipework

Adjustable pressure 
control on outlet to 

property

Safety and Fail Safe 
features

Run dry 
sensor – uses 

wheatstone bridge 
technology to 

eliminate moving 
parts

Primary pressure 
sensor contains no 

wetted moving parts

 01932 245 783



Materials

Shell: Carbon Steel

Connection: Galvanised / Stainless Steel

Membrane: Butyl / EPDM

Max Operating Temperature: 70°c

Colour: Blue

Recommended maintenance: 12 monthly

This range of accumulators are available as either Fixed 
or Interchange Membrane options, with diameters from 
450mm to 850mm and sizes from 100-1000 litres. 
Accumulators can be linked to overcome space limitations.

Connections top and bottom allows flow through 
connection on selected models to ensure no stagnation. 

 `  Sizes from 100 to 1000 litres

 `  Robust steel construction

 `  Horizontal versions available in sizes up to 300 litres

 `  2 year warranty

Accumulator Vessels
An essential part of the Boost-a-main System is an accumulator. Great Water offer 
three ranges of accumulators from different manufacturers each with different features, 
benefits costs and dimensions.

Full Specifications and costs are available on our website or pricelist. Alternatively contact 
our advice line for applications advice. The Boost-a-Main Models can also be used to 
upgrade an existing system where accumulators are installed and are ineffective.

As a ‘rule of thumb’ we generally recommend sizing the accumulator at least one size 
larger than the hot water storage in a standard unvented system. For further systems advice 
and sizing please contact Great Water on 01932 245783.

Tradeline Steel Accumulators

 01932 245 783



Premium Steel Accumulators

GLOBALWATER SOLUTIONS
Maintenance Free Tank

 `  Patented CAD-2 diaphragm technology

 `  NSF Standard 61, CE, WRAS, ISO-9001, approved

 `  Stainless steel water connection

 `  Condensation reducing design

 `  Two part polyurethane, epoxy primed paint finish

 `  Leak free air valve cap sealed with closed cell foam

 `  Comprehensive testing

 `  No annual maintenance

 `  Sizes from 240 to 1000 litres

 `  5 year warranty

Materials

Shell: Carbon Steel

Connection: Stainless Steel

Membrane: Patented CAD Butyl

Max Operating Temperature: 90°c

Colour: Cream

Recommended maintenance: None

 www.greatwater.co.ukGreat Water | Boost-a-main



Premium Composite 
Accumulators
Sesame Composite Accumulator Vessels, 
unique in design and construction. Unlike all 
other accumulator tanks the Sesame Tank 
system stores the water between the outer 
shell and the inner bladder.

This eliminates stretching and possible failure 
of the bladder. It also makes bladder removal 
and cleaning not only possible but easy. 
Due to this unique technology it is possible 
to increase the pressure differential and 
therefore the net volume of stored water. 

The Sesame Tank range is manufactured in 
Europe using the latest composite materials & 
technology.

*Type 3 configuration is not available in Horizontal
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Multiple configurations available:

 ` Lightweight and durable

 ` 10 year warranty

 ` 10 bar Max. Operating Pressure

 ` Interchangeable Membrane

 `  Ideal for applications where Legionella 
control and tank cleaning is a requirement

 ` Range of sizes from 225 to 450 litres

 `  All sizes available in either vertical or 
horizontal* format.

 www.greatwater.co.uk Great Water | Boost-a-main


